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DESCRIPTION

71302

2013 Golan Moscato

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$12.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Pleasing aromas of honeysuckle, apricot and rose petal give way to invigorating sweet flavors of ripe peach, rose petal, orange blossom and
honey. It’s a light dessert wine with good acidity." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 89pts

75228

2010 Yarden Cabernet Sauvignon

$27.99

N/A

N/A

"There is an interesting balance of fruit and cooling herbs here, with cherry and raspberry mingling seamlessly with mint and eucalyptus.
Smooth tannins continue uninterrupted through the lingering finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 89pts

57729

Gilgal Brut

$14.99

N/A

N/A

"Fresh yet rich, this sparkler boasts great balance between the red-apple and orange fruit notes and the toasty, sweet spice accents. Tart but
full on the palate, the creamy moussse is countered by bright acidity, followed by a long finish reminiscent of wood-grilled apples." Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 88pts

74805

2010 Tabor Limited Edition Cabernet Sauvignon

$41.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Cabernet Sauvignon Limited Edition was sourced from a single vineyard on Mt. Malkia in the Upper Galilee. It comes in at 14.6%
alcohol. The price spike here over the Adama Cab is relatively modest, but while I do think this is the best wine, more importantly this is
different in style. It clearly has the most finesse and the most tannic pop on the finish as between the two Cabs. Elegant in the mid-palate, it
seems like a very classic Old World Cabernet in many respects. It improves the most with aeration, too. It will age the best of Tabor’s
submissions this issue in all likelihood, and it has the best chance at developing complexity, too. Overall, it is ultimately a pretty decent value
and well worth the modest price spike, even if that is not as obvious on first taste." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 89pts

73809

2012 Mt Tabor Chardonnay

$14.99

N/A

N/A

"The nose of this wine recalls chilled fruit salad, with aromas of melon, pineapple and Delicious apple. Engaging flavors of pineapple, passion
fruit, vanilla and clove fill the softly textured mouth and persist into the cooling finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 90pts

51538

2009 Domaine du Castel Grand Vin

$64.99

N/A

N/A

"As tends to be the case, this is tighter, more focused, more powerful and a bit harder edged than the Petit Castel – not surprising
considering that this is Cabernet-dominated and the Petit Castel is Merlot-dominated – but they still have similar styles. This is a
moderately earthy wine this year – less earthy than the 2009 Petit Castel, though – with seductive texture and focus." - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 92pts

70254

2010 Domaine du Castel Grand Vin

$64.99

N/A

N/A

"Castel’s Grand Vin is a consistent Bordeaux-style blend that shows good depth and concentration, as well as the promise to age
gracefully. Forward oaky notes of vanilla, toast and sweet spice dominate the nose, but the black-fruit core keeps it grounded. Flavors of
cassis and black plum flesh out the palate, and a peppery note lingers long on the finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 90pts

68506

2010 Carmel Sumaka Cabernet Sauvignon

$31.99

N/A

N/A

"Opening with a nose of pure cherry with a trace of violet, this wine has flavors of cherry, cranberry, fennel bulb and aniseed. Tongue-coating
tannins and smooth mouthfeel culminate in a zippy finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 88pts

66214

Gilgal Brut Two Glass Gift Set

$14.99

N/A

N/A

"Fresh yet rich, this sparkler boasts great balance between the red-apple and orange fruit notes and the toasty, sweet spice accents. Tart but
full on the palate, the creamy moussse is countered by bright acidity, followed by a long finish reminiscent of wood-grilled apples." Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 88pts

53302

2009 Binyamina Reserve Late Harvest Gewurztraminer

$23.99

N/A

"The 2009 Gewurztraminer Reserve "Late Harvest Cluster Select" is quite sweet, laced with apricot and peach notes, and lots of sugar. With
a little air, there was finally a little acidity noticeable, but the wine did flatten pretty fast and thin. This is hard to resist on some levels, but it
could use a bit more focus and penetration. While these always have the potential to age, considering what they are and what they are
intended to be, I like to be conservative in drinking windows as I find they often show best young." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 88pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

